cambridge studies in international and comparative law: 128 Established in 1946, this series produces high-quality, reflective and innovative scholarship in the field of public international law. It publishes works on international law that are of a theoretical, historical, cross-disciplinary or doctrinal nature. The series also welcomes books that provide insights from private international law, comparative law and transnational studies that inform international legal thought and practice more generally.
Since the decision of the International Court of Justice in LaGrand (Germany v United States of America), the law of provisional measures has expanded dramatically both in terms of the volume of relevant decisions and the complexity of their reasoning. Provisional Measures before International Courts and Tribunals seeks to describe and evaluate this expansion, and to undertake a comparative analysis of provisional measures jurisprudence in a range of significant international courts and tribunals so as to situate interim relief in the wider procedure of those adjudicative bodies. The result is the first comprehensive examination of the law of provisional measures in over a decade, and the first to compare investor-state arbitration jurisprudence with more traditional inter-state courts and tribunals.
cameron miles is a barrister of Gray's Inn and a barrister and solicitor of the Supreme Court of Victoria and the High Court of Australia. He is a practicing public international lawyer and a member of 3 Verulam Buildings in London.
Salamander took issue with academic international lawyers and even more so judges who claimed that the resolution of this or that international legal question was not what a faithful adherence to the rules of the game suggested but what their partial account of the values purportedly reflected in the law was said to suggest. In Salamander's view, this essentially populist opposition of positive law and the values underlying it -between mere 'black-letter' law and some more authentic spirit of that law -was spurious. The positive law was the values, or at least a particular formal embodiment of those values. This being so, recourse, in preference in effect to the application of the positive law, to what were said to be the values underpinning it was misconceived at best and special pleading at worst. 2 Provisional measures, it seemed, were to be considered an extraordinary remedy for extraordinary times: certainly not as a mainstay of international procedural law.
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Some 90 years later, the position is very different. International law is no longer dominated by a single body. Although the International Court of Justice is the successor to the Permanent Court and exercises a plenary jurisdiction of similar scope, the postwar international order has seen a great growth in the number and variety of adjudicative institutions, the majority of which have the power to award provisional measures. The result has been a rapid increase in the number of decisions concerning interim relief and the refinement of their reasoning.
Cameron Miles' book is one of the first to take account of these developments and to examine the international law of provisional measures in comparative perspective. Following a comprehensive analysis of the case law of the International Court, bodies operating under Part XV of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea 3 (specifically the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea and Annex VII arbitral tribunals), 4 Miles identifies a 'common approach' to interim relief as between these courts and tribunals entailing certain uniform elements. The word 'approach' is carefully chosen -outside a few basic constraints that spring from the character of international jurisdiction generally, international courts and tribunals are free to adopt their own approach to provisional measures, and are in no sense bound to follow the dictates of (for example) the International Court on the topic. Nevertheless, a definable jurisprudence constante has emerged whereby most international courts follow the same process when deciding whether interim relief should be ordered: (a) whether the court or tribunal possesses prima facie jurisdiction over the dispute (which may include an inquiry into the dispute's prima facie admissibility and the admissibility of the request for provisional measures itself); (b) some form of review over whether the applicant for interim relief possesses a case on the merits (whether in the form of the so-called 'plausibility' test or a more searching prima facie analysis of the applicant's position); (c) whether the requisite relationship between the measures of protection sought and the rights subject to final adjudication exists; (d) whether there is a risk of 'irreparable' prejudice to those rights if provisional measures are not awarded, and (e) whether judicial or arbitral intervention is in all the circumstances urgent. Furthermore, the determination by the International Court in LaGrand 5 that provisional measures ordered under Article 41 of its Statute are binding in international law -a decision that followed from a similar determination by an ICSID tribunal 6 and the express wording of UNCLOS Article 290(6) -has more recently given rise to a new issue: state responsibility and the enforcement of provisional measures whether through the final judgment or other means.
Miles sensibly uses these common elements to structure a legal analysis and comparative study of provisional measures that goes beyond earlier studies of the subject. He seeks coherence without oversimplifying -and so is willing to admit where a particular tribunal has chosen to depart from the 'common approach' , choosing to see such departures not as heresy but as the corollary of a variable system of international adjudication. This reflects a belief in the development of what might be termed international civil procedure -a corpus of jurisdictional and case management tools between international courts and tribunals to be drawn on as required. Whilst this is not entirely novel -Miles is anticipated to a degree by Bin Cheng, 7 a n dm o r es ob yC h e s t e rB r o w n 8 -Provisional Measures Before International Courts and Tribunals is one of the first extended considerations of these ideas in a particular field, and may serve as a proof of concept for other investigations of its kind. Of note in this respect is Miles' Chapter 8, which situates interim relief in the context of other elements of international procedure, e.g. parallel proceedings, advisory proceedings and non-appearing parties. Seen in this light, interim relief is now properly seen as integrated into the dispute resolution process. The logical endpoint of this is Chapter 9, which takes account of the litigation strategy of interim relief, and how it might be used to achieve objectives beyond preservation of rights pendente lite or the status quo.
Insum,Milesistobecongratulated.Provisional Measures Before International Courts and Tribunals will undoubtedly serve as a first port of call for scholars, practitioners and adjudicators who are confronted with questions involving interim relief, and international procedure more generally. It is a reflection of the growing maturity of the system of international courts and tribunals and their procedure.
Judge James Crawford AC International Court of Justice
The Hague 1 May 2016
PREFACE
This book arose out of a conversation with Dr Thomas Grant at the Lauterpacht Centre for International Law in Cambridge between the Michaelmas and Lent terms 2012-13. I had found myself in that least enviable of positions for a doctoral candidate -that what had at first blush been considered a viable (even fruitful!) topic of investigation had in my clumsy hands turned out to be decidedly unviable. 1 The decision was made to abandon that particular windmill, and select another at which to tilt.
Fortunately for me, Tom at that time was retained by the Thai government, and as such had cause to consider (at some length) the wider implications of the recent provisional measures decision of the International Court of Justice in Temple (Interpretation).
2 On this basis, he commented that it was high time that the field was revisited -and not just in the ICJ-centric manner in which previous texts had dealt with the topic.
3 Rather, he proposed, any analysis undertaken should be comparative in character, and to address a variety of international courts and tribunals so as to observe the extent to which ideas were being transmitted between these bodies. Furthermore, Tom suggested, any such investigation should take account of the interaction between provisional measures 1 The topic in question was that of resource extraction in res communis spaces, with a particular focus on seabed mining beyond 200nm under UNCLOS Part XI. The field is now the subject of investigation by Dr Surabhi Ranganathan, who will doubtlessly do a far better job with it than I ever could! See now Surabhi Ranganathan, 'Global Commons' and other procedural devices in international law such that the proper role of each could be defined. Although provisional measures must be considered incidental within a wider international dispute, that did not mean they could be considered distinct from international procedure as a whole. A further conversation with Professor James Crawford AC SC, my thesis supervisor, confirmed that the idea was a good one and the appropriate authorities were notified forthwith. So far as I saw it, the contribution of the proposed project would be primarily practical and -in my plodding, common law way -black letter. Its originality would lie in its capacity to provide coherence to an area of international procedural law that was in a state of exponential growth on multiple fronts, positing solutions to common problems as it went. It would further carry on a school of thought -epitomized by the work of (inter alia)BinCheng 4 and Chester Brown 5 -that spoke of the potential for an international law of civil procedure produced through a 'crossfertilization' of ideas as between international adjudicative bodies. Such a unified approach to procedural questions, it might be thought, would reflect the maturity of the system of international dispute settlement, and indeed reaffirm its systemic qualities. * * * The book that emerged over the next three years (or so) was produced during a time at which the law of provisional measures as it existed in the different courts and tribunals under examination was in a state of rapid evolution. This process did not coincide with the commencement ofmyproject,buthad(atleastinmyview)beenunderwayinoneform or another since the 2001 confirmation by the ICJ in LaGrand that its provisional measures were binding. 6 This had prompted the Court toperhaps in a manner that it had not previously turned its mind tothink carefully about the prerequisites for interim relief and the way in which these prerequisites were legally articulated. This made very little difference to some aspects of the calculation -prima facie jurisdiction, for example, had been a mainstay of the Court's jurisprudence since the Fisheries Jurisdiction cases of the 1970s 7 -but it prompted the evolution or LaGrand also forced the Court to grapple with the question of enforcement of provisional measures as a matter of state responsibility and the law of remedies -a situation with which it is still, despite multiple attempts, 10 not entirely comfortable. A development that did occur over the lifetime of this project, however, was the issuing of several bold decisions on provisional measures by ITLOS under UNCLOS Article 290. These have certainly been innovative, but this innovation is not always constructively expressed, 11 particularly insofar as these decisions have sought to alter the status quo pending resolution of the dispute by requiring the release of contested persons or assetswhich may be identified as the principal excesses (amongst others) of ARA Libertad 12 and Arctic Sunrise, 13 qualified (so it seems) by the later decision in Enrica Lexie.
14 By far the most active group of international courts and tribunals over the past three years has, however, been investor-state tribunals operating under both the ICSID Convention and in accordance with the 1976 and 2010 iterations of the UNCITRAL Rules. To my mind, such bodies offer fascinating potential for cross-fertilization as referred to earlier, due principally to the large number of eminent public international lawyers, both academics and judges, who sit on such tribunals. One need only look at the decision of the Tribunal in CEMEX v Venezuela, 15 of which Judge Gilbert Guillaume and Professor Georges Abi-Saab were members, to understand preface xxiii comprised a unique cross-section of the international legal community: judges, academics, governmental legal advisers and commercial arbitrators. The resulting opinion was thus (a) an opportunity to observe how a specific legal instrument might affect a general power in international law to award interim relief (as lex specialis), and (b) an opportunity to see how a tribunal composed of individuals drawn from across the international law spectrum would consider interim relief. From this perspective, Kishenganga is a significant decision for someone interested in a comparative approach to provisional measures, and in this book it has (I hope) received the recognition it deserves. * The previous discussion is not intended to be a tour de horizon of recent developments for provisional measures in international law -though in re-reading it myself I understand it might look that way. Rather, it is an attempt to demonstrate that the importance of interim relief as a procedural tool has only increased since LaGrand,a st h ev o l u m ea n d complexity of the case law shows. This book intends to reflect some of the progress of the past 15 years, and to set it against the background of what came before. Ultimately, it will be for the reader to judge if it is of any use. The law here is as it was on 15 April 2016. Although this meant that several important decisions (e.g. the Annex VII provisional measures order in Enrica Lexie) came too late to be included in any substantive sense, I have done my best to flag the existence of these in the footnotes.
Notwithstanding the immense contribution of those listed below, the usual caveat applies. * * * As is often the case with projects of this kind, this book would not exist without help from a large number of people.
Thanks firstly are owed to my thesis supervisor, who is now Judge James Crawford AC of the International Court of Justice. Over the course of his academic career, Judge Crawford has fostered many doctoral candidates, of which I am privileged to have been one. I have further been fortunate to have a professional association with him in one form or another that has stretched over the past five years (hopefully counting) and to count him as a mentor. His influence can be seen writ large in the footnotes, though in general his sage advice, encyclopedic knowledge and infinite patience have made this study far better than it ought to have been -and withouthisencouragementitmayneverhavehappenedatall.
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In the same breath, thanks are also owed to my thesis adviser, Dr Thomas Grant. As I mentioned earlier, it was Tom who first suggested this topic to me and convinced me that it was worthy of extended study. Not one to shirk responsibility, he has always accepted cheerfully a measure of blame for setting me on this path, and has reliably proved to be a source of good humour and revelation in equal parts.
In This book would further not have been possible without the generous financial support of Trinity Hall, the Cambridge Commonwealth Trust and the Environmental Services Authority Trust. The latter is deserving of particular gratitude for permitting me to pursue a topic not directly related to environmental law, having nonetheless perceived and understood the immense practical value of my chosen subject to that area.
A version of Chapter 2 was published as 'The Origins of Provisional Measures before International Courts and Tribunals' (2013) 73 ZaöRV 615. I am very much indebted to the editors and publisher of that journal forpermittingmetoincludeitinthepresentwork.
